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GET CLOSER TO 
THE ACTION
Monaco is undoubtedly the jewel in the crown of the F1® calendar and has been a 
permanent fixture on the calendar since 1955. The race around the streets of Monte Carlo 
is more than a race, it’s a unique event in an exquisite location.
The undulating street circuit is unique to the series; tight and twisty in its very nature as 
it follows the everyday roads through the Principality which measures just 2km square. 
The Monaco Grand Prix is very much a ‘must do’ for the discerning guest, encapsulating a 
carnival atmosphere, a classic race and it is simply the place to been seen, mingle and do 
business.
The race weekend is well known for its lavish after parties, celebrity guests, fashion shows 
as well as unique hospitality opportunities. From luxurious rooftop terraces to celebrity-
studded yacht parties, Monaco is where the essence of luxury and excitement of Formula 
1® comes together like nowhere else. Our superior hospitality options, including the 
ultimate in sporting hospitality - Formula One Paddock Club™, have been specifically 
sourced by our team of experts to ensure guests enjoy a prime location to watch the race 
unfold and experience all the electric atmosphere that Formula 1® has to offer on and off-
track - in absolute comfort and style. 
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SHANGRI-LA
ROOF TERRACE
Experience the very best hospitality on offer at the Formula 1® 

Monaco Grand Prix as you watch the on-track action unfold 
from the very best rooftop in Monte Carlo (limited to just 
30 guests); featuring stunning views of Port Hercules and 
panoramic views across more than half of the circuit.
Not to be confused with other apartment terraces, our 
spacious roof garden is a purpose built year round 11th 
floor terrace designed for relaxation and entertaining. With 
retractable roof to suit the weather, open kitchen, permanent 
bar and toilet facilities, our roof terrace is the perfect place 
to relax, wine, dine and enjoy the most amazing view of the 
race - in total comfort. With menus prepared by some of 
Monaco's best known restauranteurs and prepared in our live 
kitchen, you'll enjoy a superior food and beverage service 
with premium spirits, Champagne, wines, beer and soft drinks 
served throughout the day. 
You and your guests will also benefit from a team of expert hosts 
to help you make the most of your Formula 1® experience. So 
if you’re looking to experience the ultimate Formula 1® has to 
offer, there is no better place than the Shangri La Roof Terrace.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Access to purpose-built private 
11th floor rooftop terrace with 
retractable roof for guaranteed 
comfort in all weather conditions
• Sensational views across the 
whole track
• HD TVs showing all the racing 
action live
• Reserved seating for breakfast, 
lunch and afternoon snack
• Menu prepared by one of 
Monaco's best known restaurateurs 
with live kitchen dining
• Fixed bar offering premium 
beverages inclusive of Champagne, 
wines and spirits
• Suite hosts to assist you and your 
guests
• Official F1® programme and ear 
plugs
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Enjoy the Monaco Grand Prix in absolute comfort and 
style by joining us aboard our 44m tri-deck yacht, 
located in Zone 1 in Monaco's Hercules Port. You'll have 
a front row seat to one of the most exciting parts of the 
Monaco circuit, whilst our specially chosen yacht is 
moored in the perfect location so that guests can also 
benefit from views of the giant harbour screen and 
other on board screens to keep on top of the action as it 
unfolds around the track. 
Guests are treated to a premium food and beverage 
service on-board, courtesy of our on-board chef and 
hostesses. You'll enjoy a day of fine cuisine including: 
breakfast, buffet lunch with live cooking stations, with 
an open bar available throughout the day offering a 
range of premium beverages including champagne, 
spirits, beers and fine wines. 
You and your guests will also benefit from a team of 
expert hosts to help you make the most of your Formula 
1® experience. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED:

• Access to 44m luxury tri-deck 
superyacht, moored in Zone 1 
• Close-up trackside views from the 
Chicane up to Tabac
• Dedicated VIP tenders from 
Fontvieille
• Views of giant harbour screen 
showing all the racing action live
• Gourmet meals designed by one of 
Monaco's best known restauranteurs 
and prepared  by our on-board chef 
at live cooking stations
• Open bar serving premium 
beverages inclusive of champagne 
& spirits
• Driver appearances
• Yacht hosts to assist you and your 
guests
• Private cabin hire also available
• Official F1® programme and ear 
plugs

TRACKSIDE
YACHT
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Experience all the glamour, action and excitement F1® has 
to offer with Paddock Club™ at the FORMULA 1 MONACO 
GRAND PRIX 2021. In the comfort of this exclusive air-
conditioned lounge suite adjacent to the F1® Paddock, 
you'll enjoy a premium food and beverage offering  all day 
- including premium alcoholic and soft drinks, along with
luxury morning tea - served at your leisure. 
For the full Paddock Club™ experience, step out onto the 
exclusive rooftop terrace, nestled amongst the many 
super yachts moored in Hercules Port - or get closer to the 
action and watch the cars snake around the world-famous 
Rascasse from your seat in Grandstand T - partially reserved 
for Paddock Club™ pass-holders.
Guests will also receive a guided tour of the F1® paddock 
and pit lane walks,  giving them a chance to walk down 
the pit lane and take photos of the teams working on the 
cars. Furthermore, a team of expert hostswill be available 
throughout the weekend, to help you make the most of 
your Formula 1® experience. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED:

• Access to exclusive lounge suite and 
private outdoor rooftop viewing deck, 
located on the edge of the harbour's 
edge, near Rascasse corner.
• Access to Grandstand T
• Access to a Pit Lane walk each day
• Guided tour of the F1® paddock
• TVs showing all the racing action live
• Morning tea and pastries
• Gourmet lunch served with fine wine
• Open bar offering premium 
champagne, spirits & cocktails
• Suite hosts to assist you and your 
guests
• Live entertainment through the day
• Professional photographer/
videographer
• Appearances from past and present 
F1® legends
• Official Paddock Club™ gift bag 
including programme and ear plugs

FORMULA ONE
PADDOCK CLUB™
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Automobile Club de Monaco are offering an unmissable 
opportunity to get to the very heart of the Monaco Grand 
Prix with an outstanding 360° view of this stunning street 
circuit. 
ACM's Belvedere hospitality offers  privileged viewing 
above Grandstand L from their very own panoramic 
viewing platform - with the very best views over the 
swimming pool S-section and the bustling  Formula 1® 

pit lane.
As well as the extensive views, you'll receive a welcome 
breakfast and seated lunch, prepared by the Automobile 
Club de Monaco restaurant. Plus,  a range of delicious 
snacks will be available throughout the weekend 
alongside an open bar - serving a range of premium 
drinks including Champagne, spirits, wine, beer and soft 
drinks.
As part of this incredible hospitality offering, you'll have 
unrivalled access behind the scenes of this sporting 
spectacular with a guided pit walk each day, allowing 
you to get up close to the F1® garages and cars.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
• Access to the ACM's sheltered 
panoramic platform, offering 360° 
views across the track 
• Premium views of the swimming 
pool area and pit lane
• Seated lunch prepared by ACM 
Restaurant
• Welcome breakfast
• Access to a Pit Lane walk each 
day
• Snacks available all day
• Premium beverage package 
inclusive of Champagne, wines, 
spirits and beer
• Views of giant screens showing 
all the racing action live
• Suite hosts to assist you and 
your guests
• Official F1® programme and ear 
plugs

THE BELVEDERE
BY ACM
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THE GALA
Make this exceptional Monaco Grand Prix 
weekend even more extraordinary by taking 
this once in a lifetime opportunity to attend 
the official black-tie Grand Prix Gala Ball in 
the magnificent Sporting E'te, alongside the 
winner of the FORMULA 1 MONACO GRAND 
PRIX 2021 and other famous guests. 
Enjoy the spectacular show, admire the 
fireworks and dance through the night 
under the stars alongside F1® royalty - past 
and present . 
Please note: Gala tickets can only be 
purchased in addition to Belvedere 
Hospitality. 
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The thrill doesn't have to stop when the cars leave 
the track!
Plunge deep into the heart of Formula 1® and 
discover Amber Lounge Monaco, where a world of 
glamour and luxury awaits. Made in Monaco, for 
over 16 years Amber Lounge Monaco has affirmed 
its infamous reputation as the most vibrant, sexy, 
star-studded party.
The original and most exclusive Grand Prix parties 
that will take your breath away.  Join international 
jet-set, royalty, film stars and the Formula 1® 
fraternity in Monte Carlo and enjoy exquisite 
cuisine, spectacular fashion shows, heart-racing 
live performances and electrifying DJ sets.

PLEASE NOTE: 2020 itinerary and packages outlined 
below. 2021 Amber Lounge subject to confirmation.

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
U*NITE Packages (Fri) include: pre-show cocktails, seats 
at the Amber Lounge Fashion Show, charity auction, 
Amber Lounge dining, plus club entry with performances 
and afterparty, all with unlimited bottle service.
Tables available: Methusalem, Jeroboam, VIP, Classic, 
Shared VIP & Shared Classic
Entry to Amber Lounge Fashion Show is also available 
to purchase separately.
Club Only Packages (Fri, Sat & Sun) include access to all 
areas,  live performances from internationally renowned 
artists, DJs and dancers, plus open bar including house 
champagne.
Tables available: Methusalem, Jeroboam, VIP, Classic, 
Shared VIP & Shared Classic. Standing passes also 
available.
Amber Lounge Dining is also available to purchase 
separately  on Saturday and Sunday only.

AFTERPARTIES

FRIDAY
18:30 - 04:00 | U*NITE

Kick off the Monaco Grand Prix weekend in style 
with the innovative concept U*NITE. Combining 
Pre-show cocktails, the prestigious Amber Lounge 
Fashion Show featuring F1® drivers, charity 
auctions, dining and Fashion After Party with 
unlimited bottle service.

The iconic Amber Lounge Fashion Show is the 
only event in the world to feature Formula 1® 
drivers on the catwalk, including Lewis Hamilton, 
Nico Rosberg, Daniel Ricciardo and Valtteri Bottas. 
The show pushes the limits of high fashion by 
combining couture, motorsport, and thrilling live 
entertainment.

Past collections to feature on the Amber Lounge 
runway include Ted Baker, Melissa Odabash, 
Julien Macdonald, Philipp Plein, Hervé Léger, 
Missoni, La Perla, Chopard and Jimmy Choo to 
name a few, and past performers to have opened 
the legendary show include John Newman, 
Estelle, Taio Cruz & Labrinth.

SATURDAY
20:30 | AMBER LOUNGE DINING

Aside from cool cocktails & mellow vibes – you'll 
enjoy a superb meal al fresco with fine wines and 
stunning ocean views of the Mediterranean Sea. 
It's the perfect way to begin your Amber Lounge 
experience.

22:30 - 04:00 | AMBER LOUNGE  PARTY

Feel the vibes and excitement of the Grand Prix 
weekend with non-stop entertainment from 
internationally-renowned acts, including DJs, 
dancers, saxophonist, drummer and much, much 
more. It's the perfect way to welcome in race day 
in Monaco!

SUNDAY
20:30 | AMBER LOUNGE DINING

Aside from cool cocktails & mellow vibes – you'll 
enjoy a superb meal al fresco with fine wines and 
stunning ocean views of the Mediterranean Sea. 
It's the ideal setting to get you warmed up for the 
Grand Prix afterparty!

22:30 - 05:00 | AMBER LOUNGE  POST-RACE 
PARTY

The famous Amber Lounge Grand Prix afterparty is 
the ultimate afterparty and most anticipated night 
of the weekend where F1®  drivers and teams gather 
to enjoy iconic international acts, spectacular live 
entertainment and DJ’s performing - plus free-
flowing Champagne all-night long. 

A GUIDE TO AMBER LOUNGE TABLES
METHUSALEM — Simply the best tables in the house, located around the dance floor with bespoke table service, 6L bottle of cham-
pagne, 3L bottle of premium vodka and all other drinks. 
JEROBOAM — positioned one row back from the dancefloor or next to celebrities, served with 3L bottle of champagne & unlimited 
bottle service.
VIP — Well-positioned and served with unlimited complimentary bottle service including premium champagne.
CLASSIC — Unlimited complimentary bottle service including house champagne
* All tables seat 8 guests with option to add up to 2 extra guests for additional charge. Waitress service included.
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Soak up  the fantastic party atmosphere in the Monaco Harbour during 
the the Grand Prix weekend by joining us aboard one of our luxury 
vessels for an exclusive yacht party - a must-do to get the full Monaco 
experience. You'll be treated to an evening filled with fun, glamour and 
prime entertainment. 
In preparation for race day, we ramp up the volume on-board our party 
vessel for the GP Lounge Monaco Party on Saturday night! Surrounded by 
the biggest and best superyachts in the world with spectacular panoramic 
views across Monaco's harbour, you'll  enjoy intimate performances from 
award-winning artists and DJs until 1am, plus VIP guest appearances. 
Formula 1® legend Eddie Jordan will even jump aboard to give an 
exclusive live performance with his band, Eddie Jordan and the Robbers. 
To help you make the most of your night, we'll be serving a delicious 
range of gourmet canapes whilst our open bar stocks a wide selection 
of premium drinks - including Champagne, wine, beer, cocktails, spirits 
and soft drinks.

AFTERPARTIES

YACHT PARTY

FORMULA 1® MONACO GRAND PRIX 2021
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GRANDSTAND 
OPTIONS

Anthony Nogues (V) (Gold & Silver seats available)

Grandstand V is located at 
world-famous La Rascasse corner - 
the last turn before the cars launch 
on to the start/finish straight.
Due to its advantageous position, 
Grandstand V allows fans to see 
the cars as they dart into the pit 
lane,  as well as a privileged view 
of the start and pre-race buildup. 
A big screen is located opposite to 
ensure you catch all the action.

Quai Albert 1er (K) (Gold & Silver seats available)

Grandstand K is a popular grandstand 
stretching from Tabac to the Piscine 
Chicane section, with stunning views 
over the harbour. From here, you'll 
witness the F1® cars chase each other 
out of the tunnel exit Chicane, into 
Tabac corner and up to the entry of 
the Swimming Pool complex.
Seats in the highest row of K also offer 
views behind the main start/finish 
straight and Turn 1 (Sainte Devote).

Casino (B) (Gold seats available)

Located at the iconic Casino Square, 
Grandstand B faces Casino de 
Monte-Carlo and Hotel de Paris. 
See the F1® cars arrive from Sainte-
Devote, pass through the complex 
Casino corner before heading down 
the hill towards Mirabeau and the 
famous tunnel. 
This grandstand also offers big 
screen TV viewing, so you won't miss 
out on any of the on-track action.

Gold & Silver Grandstand Seats
Silver and Gold grandstand seats give you additional benefits such as:
• Allocated seats in most desirable rows (with the best seats reserved 
for Gold).
• Comfortable bucket seats
• Friday and Saturday pit lane pass included with 2 or 3 day tickets.
• Exclusive Automobile Club de Monaco (ACM) gift
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Place Sainte-Devote (A) 
Located on the inside of Turn 1, otherwise known as Sainte Devote, you'll be able to follow the pack tear down the start/
finish straight and watch the world's very best racing drivers squabble for position as the track squeezes them at Sainte 
Devote; you can almost guarantee some action here on the opening lap of the race. From the top row, you can also watch 
as the cars enter the harbor section of the circuit, right behind the stand.

Virage du Portier (C)
Grandstand C is where the action starts. Portier Corner is not for the faint-hearted. With the drivers still fighting for track 
position before the cars head into the tunnel, you'll see these Formula 1® cars pushed to the limit first-hand as they line up 
overtaking moves to chase that all-important victory. Who will emerge ahead?

Av J F Kennedy (Z1)
Located up the track between Tabac Corner and Sainte-Dévote, this platform offers an outstanding view of La Chicane, at 
the exit of the legendary Tunnel Exit. You can also see the cars speeding right through La Piscine and Tabac Corner, past 
our trackside yacht in the port of Monaco. Z1 is a great spot to appreciate the speed of the Formula 1® action. 
Please note: Z1 structure is only a standing platform, with no seating offered. 

Piscine (L, N, O, P) (Gold seats available in Grandstand L only)
Grandstand L is located directly next to the Rainier III swimming pool with views of the last turn in the Swimming Pool 
complex as well as the pits. It also benefits from a big screen on the opposite side of the track to ensure you're at the heart 
of the F1® action. 
Ideally situated in the center of the Monaco Harbour, grandstands N, O & P are accessible via two walkways or by boat. 
As well as being able to soak up all the atmosphere that the Monaco Grand Prix has to offer, you'll have great views of 
both the kinks within the Swimming Pool Complex. Grandstand N is erected on a harbour pier, and you literally sit above 
the water, with water both in front and behind you, viewing cars arriving from Bureau de Tabac corner and then going 
toward La Rascasse. Grandstand O is the higher of the three grandstand set amongst the harbour, therefore offers more 
panoramic views and a distant view of the pits. All three grandstands have views of a big screen TV, to ensure you catch all 
of the action as it happens.

Vue Stands (T)
Grandstand T, located in the stunning Monaco Harbour area opposite the pits, is one of the larger grandstands at the 
Monaco Grand Prix - perfect for lapping up the excitement. On the track, you will have a great view of  the field as they 
snake around the last turn of the Swimming pool complex before heading down the short chute to La Rascasse. The 
grandstand's higher seats also give you the added view of the pit lane where you'll be able to see the F1® mechanics at 
work during and after the race.

Boulevard Albert 1er (X1, X2)
Grandstand X1 and X2 are the closest to the start and finish of the race. Located on the main straight, spectators will also 
be within metres of the chequered flag and will be privy to all the pre-grid action.



With 30 years plus of experience in motorsport hospitality, BAM Motorsports is perfectly placed to advise 
discerning race fans on a range of carefully considered and planned hospitality options at every round of the FIA 
Formula 1® Drivers' World Championship, plus selected other motorsport races globally.

With over 400 Grand Prix events attended, we very much aim for the personal touch as a boutique supplier of 
unforgettable F1® experiences. We are proud to have been awarded Official Distributor status for the prestigious 
Formula One Paddock Club™ as well as being authorised ticket agents for most circuits featured on the Formula 
1® calendar. 

As the experts in F1® hospitality, the BAM Motorsports team possess extensive knowledge of the sport, as well 
as each circuit and their surrounding area should you require any recommendations on hotels, eating out or 
local attractions to help you make the most of your weekend. Furthermore, BAM’s team of expert hosts will 
be at your discretion throughout the weekend to help deliver the experience and share their insight into the 
thrilling sport. 

Book with BAM Motorsports to combine the excitement of Formula 1® with exclusive lifestyle choices around 
the world.

WHY
CHOOSE BAM?
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BAM F1 (Part of BAM Motorsports Group)
Unit 4B Railway View
Clay Cross
Chesterfield
Derbyshire
UK
S45 9FR

Tel: +44 (0)1442 891500
Email: sales@bamf1.com

VAT No.: GB 977 7339 54
Company number: 07001860




